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Thank You for Your Support! 
I have products in both Second Life (SL) and Real Life (RL).  You cannot buy RL goods in SL.  You do buy SL 
and RL goods in the RL on the Internet.  The Web Browser Touch Pads (WBTP) in SL provide a starting point 
for similar RL products at on-demand manufacturers on the Internet.  The WBTP can open the URL for the SL 
or RL store you are viewing. 

I do not do any commerce on my personal sites or domains (thunderchild.net or kock.rocks). For SL goods, use 
the SL Marketplace on the Internet or the Casper vendors at in-World sites. The inworld vendors have discounts. 
For RL goods, my designs and products are available at on-line sites: (highest to lowest costs) 

• Society6.com: A good wide variety of excellent quality goods of clothing to decorum. The all-over 
graphic tee is a great match for the oversized tee in SL.  $$$ 

• RedBubble.com: A good wide variety of excellent quality goods of clothing to decorum. A similar 
variety like Society6 with lesser costs and some design cutbacks. Their all-over graphic t-shirt is the 
comparable for the oversized tee in SL. $$ 

• TeePublic.com: Mostly Tee shirts, baseball Tees, and a few other items.  A division of Red Bubble that 
deals in high resolution transparencies for products. Great match for transparency patch shirts in SL.  $ 

• SpoonFlower.com: A textile and fabric shop with a bunch of fabric types. An excellent quality line of 
textiles for the RL DIY person. Grab the sample box of all the fabrics before buying any yards or bolts. I 
purchase swatches of new designs before they’re available for public purchase.  $$ 

My main products are my artwork, textures of my artwork or patterns and layouts from my artwork.  In SL, they 
are sold as part of objects of clothing or other things, full permission textures for builders are sold at AJ's 
Texture Gallery.  In the RL or SL, I can work with just about anyone for custom designs and goods. I am always 
happy to work with anyone to resolve situations or customize something.  A project can be done in-world for 
RL items with privacy held intact.  

Feel free to contact me with question, comments or requests. SLurl for my Status, Dropbox, and Office. 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/150/127/49.  

AJ 

https://thunderchild.net  

URL & SLurl Link text 

https://society6.com/ajleibengeist 

https://www.redbubble.com/people/ajleibengeist/shop?asc=u 

https://www.teepublic.com/user/aj-leibengeist 

https://www.spoonflower.com/profiles/ajleibengeist?sub_action=designs 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/150/127/49. 
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